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The Queen of Heaven, the celestial King Jesus and Saint Joseph were in
possession of and lived in the Kingdom of the Divine Will.

After this I continued my acts in the Divine Fiat.My poor mind stopped in the little house of
Nazareth, where the Queen of Heaven, the celestial King Jesus and Saint Joseph were
in possession of and lived in the Kingdom of the Divine Will.
So that this Kingdom is not strange for the earth: the House of Nazareth, the family that lived
in it belonged to this Kingdom and they held It in full vigor.
But while I thought this, my great King Jesus said to me:
"My daughter, it is certain that the Kingdom of my Divine Will has existed upon the earth.
Therefore there is the hope that It will return again in His full vigor.
Our house of Nazareth was His true Kingdom. However We were without people.
Now you should know that every creature is a kingdom
The soul that lets my Will reign in her can be called a little Kingdom of the Supreme Fiat.
So she is a tiny little house of Nazareth that We have on the earth.
And however she is little, when Our Will reigns in her, Heaven is not closed for her.
She observes the same rights of the celestial Country.
She loves with the same Love, feeds herself with the Foods of up there and she is
incorporated in the Kingdom of our interminable Regions.
Now in order to form the great Kingdom of our Will upon the earth
- We will first make the so many little tiny houses of Nazareth,
that is the souls that will want to know Him in order to make Him reign in themselves.
I and the Sovereign Queen will be at the head of these little tiny houses, because We have
been the first ones that possessed this Kingdom on earth.
It is our right, that We won't surrender to any one, to be the Head of them.
Whence with these tiny little houses We repeat our House of Nazareth,
We will form so many little states of Ours, so many provinces
After they have been well formed and ordered as so many little Kingdoms of our Will,
they will fuse together and will form only one Kingdom and one great people.
Therefore in order to have our greatest works, our way of acting is to start first
- through one creature alone.
When we have formed this, we make her a channel in order to enclose in our Works
another two, three creatures. Then we enlarge It forming a little nucleus.
And then We enlarge it so much as to take the whole entire world
Our Works start in the isolation of God and the soul and They finish continuing their Life in
the midst of entire peoples.
And when there is the beginning of a Work of ours it is a sure sign that It won't die upon
being born.
At the most It could live hidden for some time, but then It will go forth and will make Its
perennial life. Therefore I want you always ahead in my Divine Will."
“Our House of Nazareth was the true Kingdom of the Divine Wil, however without people.”
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